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APPENDIX I. PHRASAL VERBS AND IDIOMS CONNECTED WITH SHOPPING PHRASAL VERBS FOR SHOPPING PUT ON (to place something on a surface or person) Put your items on the counter please. Why don’t you put on that new jacket you bought yesterday? TRY ON (to test an item to see if it is suitable) Can I try these dresses on somewhere please? TRY OUT (to test something to see if you like it) I’d like to try out this lipstick colour please, do you have a tester for it? THROW ON (to wear something casually) I’m looking for a simple, comfortable dress that I can just throw on. DROP IN (to visit someone casually) Drop in during your lunch break when you have more time, and I’ll help you find the right pair of shoes for you. POUR IN (enter in high quantity) The supermarket was so busy over the Christmas weekend. The customers started pouring in, as soon as the doors opened! POP IN (to visit someone, informal) I’ll book you an appointment, and you can pop in for a consultation with one of our opticians. BROUGHT IN (to make something new for the first time) We have brought in a brand new summer collection now, so the old winter range is on sale. CAVE IN (to surrender or give up to persuasion) The shop assistant was so convincing that this dress was the best one for me, that I caved in and bought it, even though it was so expensive! THROW IN/CHUCK IN (to include in addition to something – ‘chuck’ is more informal than throw) If you buy this laptop, I’ll chuck in a free laptop case for you.



END UP (to finally make a decision abut something, after lengthy consideration) I couldn’t decide which one to buy, so I ended up buying both of them COME UP (when something is approaching/arriving) I need to buy a gift for my friend, his birthday is coming up. TAKE UP (to choose to start doing something new) I’m thinking of taking up the violin, could you buy one for my next birthday please? BRING DOWN (reduce the amount of something) We have brought down the prices, because we’re having a huge sale before the winter! TURN DOWN (to refuse or reject something) He bought a really expensive watch for me, but I turned it down. I couldn’t accept it! POP OUT (to leave to go somewhere for a short time) I’m just going to pop out to the cash machine, could you save these items for me please? I’m just popping out to buy some bread and milk from the local store. OPT OUT (to choose not to be a part of something) They gave me the option of getting everything on credit, but I opted out because I prefer buying things upfront, than being in debt. RULE OUT (to decide that something is not suitable / remove something from a list of options) I’m not sure which laptop to buy. I think I’ll rule out this one, because it’s too expensive. Now I just have to decide between these two. PHASE OUT (to gradually remove something from existence in one place) Sorry, we don’t sell those anymore. We phased them out last year, because they weren’t very popular.



SELL OUT (to sell the whole supply of something) I’m afraid all those watches have sold out now; they were very popular over Christmas!



HELP OUT (to assist someone) Could you help me out please? I can’t do the zip up on this dress!



DO UP (to fasten something) Could you do the zip up on this dress for me please? STAND OUT (to be distinctive or more noticeable than others) This sweater stands out from the rest. I love the vibrant colours! WALK OUT ON (to abandon someone angrily) I was so disappointed with their service, that I just walked out on them, and I didn’t pay! PAY OFF (to pay back all you owe) I have finally paid off all the money I owed on my credit card! It’s such a relief! PULL OFF (to succeed in doing something difficult) Wow, not many people can pull off that outfit, but you look stunning in it! TOP OFF (to end or finish something in a special way) I got an amazing deal on this computer, and to top it off, they gave me an extra three years free warranty!! RIP OFF (to charge someone excessively) They ripped you off! I bought that for half the price in a different store! GIVE BACK (to return something) I’ll have to give this ring back to Tom, because he broke off the engagement. TAKE BACK (to decide on returning something in the near future) I’m going to take this back to the store, and see if I can get a different colour. PAY BACK (to pay what you owe) If you get our loyalty card now, you won’t have to pay the whole amount today, instead you can pay us back in installments each month. TALK OVER (to discuss something before making a decision) I do love this sofa, but I’ll need to talk it over with my wife before committing to buying it.



IDIOMS CONNECTED WITH SHOPPING to buy lemon to buy something that turns out to be useless I suggest that you take a closer look at the bike before you buy it. You don’t want to buy a lemon, do you? to buy a pig in a poke to buy something without taking a look at it I told you to look inside the box before buying this camera. You bought a pig in a poke again! to pay over the odds; to pay through the nose to pay too much for something You paid over the odds for that blouse. The fabric is rather of poor quality. for a song to buy something at a very low price This dress is very beautiful. It’s hard to believe that you bought it for a song. to go window-shopping to look at goods in store windows, with no aim of buying anything I never go window-shopping, because when I see something really beautiful I always regret not having enough money to buy it. to shop around for something to look for something in different shops to compare the products and their prices in order to choose the best offer Before you buy something expensive that you are going to use for years, it is reasonable to shop around first and choose the best product. to shoplift to steal something from a shop Since there is a monitoring system in almost every shop, teenagers are caught shoplifting more often than before. to shop till you drop to go shopping for a very long time She shopped till she dropped yesterday again. I’m wondering if she is already a shopaholic. a retail therapy going shopping in order to feel better, to be in a better mood I bought a new pair of jeans, three blouses and a nice dress yesterday. Such a retail therapy was something that I really needed after the long, exhausting day.
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